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A et. A semi-decision algorithm is presented, to search for unification of formulas in typed 
*order kalculus, and its correctness i proved. 
It is sho\wa that the: search space is significantly smaller than the one for finding the most 
general uniks. .tq particular, our search is not redundant. This allows our algorithm to have 
good direction,aUty and convergence properties. 
Given two well-formed formulas e, and e2 of a logic P, any substitution CF for the 
free variables of el and e2 such that beI = cre2 is called a unijier of e, and e2. (If these 
free variables are supposed to be independent in el and e2 we assume that we have 
renamed them so that independent variables are distinct.) The computation of unifiers 
is a very basic process in automatic theorem proving or proof checking since it 
gives us the basic pattern-matching capability by which we can recognize whether 
a rule of inference isapplicable to one or several fo mulas by SQJQX substitution for 
their free variables. It is well-known that in first-order logic, 
simple algorithm computing this C-J (or reporting 
rule of inference, calle 
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sets of unififm, A lfew inc 
second-order logic (:f-matchin 
ski [5] gave a complete n.u 
later extende! ’ to w+rder logi 
unifiers are I ~~rnpul~ed by c 
iteration, pro_iection, imit 
In this paper, -ve shall searches for the e 
unifiers in o-order @$c. 
cchesi [ 141, i:o th are not unifiable then 
never stop, we show hire that this pr em is much easier than 
maxi.mal general unifiers. In particular, we need only compose two elementary rules, 
similar to imitation and projection. The very prolific rules of iteration and identi- 
fication are not usedp and our search seems to have good converge 
ost importantly, we show that there is no redundancy in our search 
This contrasts with the Get that arqy search for most general unifi 
redundant, as shown in 
This algorithm is USC m 8 refutation-complete system generalizing resolution 
to o.j-order logic described in 21 for which we only reed know the 
‘bility of unification, and not the.a.ctusl computation of unifiers. It should be 
~owevm that whenever unification is possible we actually obtain an explicit 
-Gth o11r algorithm. 
shall first describe briefly the language we use (a slight mo fisation of Church’ 
A-calculus). Then we describe our al rithm, prove its c tness and discus 
a few heuristic improvements. 
Church’s simple theo 
superset o
29 
a E T, and an at 
ets V= and C? are 
zz?z w se fV==+ UC&. 
cm- 
c: variables b;r’ lower case letter y, . . . . j; g, ...p constants by capitals 
. . an.d atoms by the symbols @ , . . . . the type of atom @ is denoted 
m of type (a-+ /3) an e2 a term of type a, then the upplicatioPt (e, e2 
is a term of type /?. 
of type /I and x E V=, then the abstraction Axe is a term of type (a -4 j?)* 
he set of terms is therefore defined as the smallest superset of Se closed by 
We designate terms by el, e’, . ..) E, E’ . . . perhaps with 
e is denoted by z (e). 
We define the rela as the reflexive and transi ive closure of: 
k, and e2 are subterms oI e is a subter of Axe. 
2.3. Conversion . 
23.1. Notation 
USC here the c f’ notation, denoting C [CJ a term 
rm obtained from it replacing the 
e’ (if ‘t (8) = z 
the occu~en~s of x in AXE are sai 
having a subterm e 
e bawd in 
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The: intuitive meaning of 92 (x, y, E) is that free Can be rep”l=@d 
contdixdng y’s in E without conGAon of bound varia se For instan=, 92 (x9 p,;l.~y)~ 
%? (5 y, kxy), 92 9:x, ,y, AxAyx) and 92 (x, y, aykx), (x, y9 Jyx). Note that, 
when t’ (x) = Z(J$ CR (x, yg E‘) iB’ all the introduced occurrences of y in & (E) free. 
23.2. .I&les of A-aznversicn 
We u/se two FM es of’ A-conversion : alconvmion which ound varia’ble 
in an abstraction, gnd /?-reduction whi is the evaluation 
i.e. it replaces the jbrmal arg e actual one in a 
we a-conversion only: when permit an application of the /9 rule. 
tx-conversim. Let If = t [Axe]. For any y $3: (e) such that T (y) = z (x) md 
72 (x, y, do), we say ‘that C, [Ay $(e)] follows from E a-conversion. 
/?-reduction. Let e = & [(Axe’E)]. If Vy E F(E): %! y, e’), then we that 
& [&(e’)l fc?lows from e by /&reduction. 
A-con&sion is the transitive and reflexive closuse of a-conversion and 
Note that it is a type-preserving transformation. 
We shall n0t use for the moment a rule of q-conversion, However our results 
apply as we11 (and actually the unification algorithm is simplified) in t 
calculus. This will be explaineci in 4.5 below. 
A term is said to be in normalform Sit is not of the form g [(Axe1 e&J Guard [l] 
and Sanchis hate proved that for every term e there exists a term e’ in normal form 
derivable f’~om -9 by A-convtzrsion. By the Church-Rosser property this term e’ is 
tjttioue mJdulo +conversion, and we call it the normal form sf e. 
. We shall take the usual n-ary notation for functions by using the follow- 
ler@2, e3,! -es eJ for (...((el e2) e3) . . p : 
Ax, x2 *.” x,,. e for dxl Ax2 . . . Ax,, e provided ;q, x2, ,.., xn 
normal form e can thus be abbrevi ted (possibly via some &-con- 
an expression of the form: 
where: 
n>,O; if n = 9 we suppress am 
rm, called an argument Jf e 
xi does not occur bound in ej. 
n is unambiguous for terms 
on-normal form terms, e shall use extra square brackets. 
g of a term P in a normal form as above 
65 C! u (x1, . ., x,], we say t e is i?giLd; otherwise, 
Finally, we denote by it (e) the number of applicatio 
R (Lq . . . x,@ (el, . . . . qJ) = p+ 9 n (ei). 
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Similarly 10 the abbreviation for terms, we shall abbreviate type 
l 3 (a2 3 . . . to (al, a2, l -9 a, -+ B), 
where V”i E [n] al E T and fl E T,. 
A substifution pai’r is a couple (x, e> where x E V, e + x and z (x) = z te). It is 
said to pertain to x Vk suppose  reduced to normal form. 
A substitution is a finite set of substitution pairs pertaining to dist 
Let 7 denote the set of terms in nornat form. 
e if (x, e) 45 d
x otherwise 
For compkk: proofs of properties of substitutions 
We shall use Greek letters b, p,, q, e to design 
pairs (we &all often confuse the pair (x9 e> 
If V is any set (of variables, we denote by crrV the restriction: 
{(x, e)I(x, e) 42 d & x E 
and we define an equivalence 5 
d ::; &S a!V =b’EV. 
VI, 
between substitutions by t 
We have th.e following easy property: 
Va, e be = [or’7 (e)] e. 
From which we get: 
a 2.2. A rigid term keeps its heading unchanged under application of any subs- 
stitution, 
The coml)osition of two substitutions TV and p is defined as +T- :. substitution : 
and pa+ 
e say that Q is 
exists q suczh that 
d ;; f?P* 
This is precisely the composition of c and p considered as mappings in 7 --) 7 
and it is therefore associative. We can thus dispense with parentheses, and write pae E 
less gene& than p on V, arid write Q < p, if and only if’ there 
V 
nally, INO substltutiox p and p’ are sai,d to be independent 012 V, and we write 
p I/, iff $so 9’: rli, z; rl’p’* 
. 
3.1. Outline 
eQ and &, be two terms of thts same type. 
utioa B such that be0 = oe& 
we 
s is not the case in 
e search for a most general 
ree of pairs of terms, This is 
set of terminal eaves, (calle 
s that are yet to be ma 
most one most general match 
for instance f(A) 
ose nodes are labelled 
((e:, e:>l i E [n]) with Vi E [B]:r (e:) = r (ef). 
uch a set is said to be redicced if n > 8 and: 
Vi E [PZ] : e: is flexible, and 3 E [PJ] : ef is rigid. 
Our matching s are trees whose nodes are either terminal nodes, labelled 
(for success) or F (for failure) or non-terminal nodes, labelled with reduced is 
greement sets, and linked o a finite number of successors by arcs 1abrAled with 
substitution pairs. 
ample 32. Let e. = f(x, A), eb = B with: 
)=7(B)= y, z 0 = (79 Y + ‘y). 
ows a matching tree for e. and e& 
al1 i 
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Our utiibation algorithm 0onsisb3 in gri3Wing progressively a matchhg tfw, 
searching for a terminal s~xcess node. 
The construction. of a matching tree 9?l for two terms e. and e& of the same type 
is based on two prmdures described below: 
SIMPL, which talces as argument a disa set and returns as result a node, 
&her terminal or not. 
MATCH,, which takes as arguments a flexible term el, a rigid term e2 of the same 
type and a finite set of variables V; it returns a fir& set C of substitution pairs. 
%e initial node in 9R is SIMPL ({(eo, e&)}). 
Let N be the current node in 9X. If N is S or F it has no successor. Otherwise, 
let us choose a pair (et, e,) in N such that ez is rigid and let C = MATCH (et, Q, 
VJ (iV)). If C = 0, replace 1V by F. Otherwise, for every 0 in C, grow an arc, labelled 
with 0, from .N ito a new node: 
N’ = SIMPL ({(qr @es> 1 (elr ep) G IV}). 
This construction is cofisistent with the properties OT SIMPL and MATCE 
given above. It :is non-deterministic because of the arbitrary choice of the p 
given to MATCH. As we shall sees we do not need impose any way of making this 
choice, and furthermore all matching trees constructed as above are complete. 
This *permits us td) use any heuristic onsiderations in picking up a p ir in the current 
node. 
A unification algorithm can thus be described as any algorithm searching for 
a success node S in a matching tree, usin,g level saturation for instan 
ness could be proved using our completehess theorem below a 
every matching tree is finitely generated. ngain, heuristic considerations can be 
used to direct tkis search. 
Note that our construction also a o the simultaneous unific 
finite number of pairs of terms, by ta ) set of these pairs as the 
initial node of the tree. It therefore applies also to the unification of a finite number 
of terms el, e2, .*., e,. For instance, unify the set of pairs {(eta e2), . . . . (q?. e,>). 
lgorithmic description qf 
Szep 1: If there ees not exist i 
rigid then perform step 2, otherwise let us 
e now check 
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th ‘se let p = p1 = p2 [i”t has to be 
_ N +- ((z:, iif) 1 i’E [p]} u N’, 
i# = ilug u2 . . . . u,* e;, 
= hi v2 . . . v@ae:; t stqa I. 
Step 2: Replace (et, e2) where q is rigid 
pair (e2, e,); pe 
Step 3: If there exists in N a pair (et, e2> such 
return 5”; end of S 
3.3.2. Examples of applicatiorts of SJMPL@V) 
= z (e2)] ; then do: 
e2 is flexible, by the 
then return N9 else 
(1) N = {(A (Ilu*B (x, tr), CT), A (;lv* B (y, v),f(C)))}. The difIerent values assurued 
by N ares successively: 
step 1 N = {ChaB (x, 81, kB (r, u)>, <Cf CD}, 
step 1 N = {(r2u-x, hey), (2~4, aU9), (CJJ,C))}, 
step 1 N = {OWX, by), (C,f(C))], 
step 2 N = {(~wx, Kay>, u(c), C>} which is returned in step 3. 
(2) N = ((A @u* B (x, u)), A (he B (_Y, v))>). After three applications of step 
as above, we get N = {(ZWX, Kay)}, and fter step 3 we return ‘5". 
0 N = ((12~ A (8~~ ;3we v), ilow* A (v, .zue v))}. 
step 1 N = [(luv~ , hw* v), (hivw* v, avwu* v)}. 
step i N - 
step I we return V’. 
3.3.3. Correctness of 
First we need to define a measure of complexity o nodes as follows. 
)iie[n]} be any dis e define 
IRod M Zhmnas 3.h to 3.6. Let Nk be t&a set obtained after k successful appti- 
cations of step 1, k > 0. We assume that U (NY = ?t (N), which is trivially true 
for k c 0. If there exists a rigid-rigid pail: in Nk, let (e,, eg> be the pair sek%ed. 
If el and e2 have distinct headings the algorithm stops answer F, but then we 
know by Lemma 2,2 that 9! (IV&) = 0, md refore ?L (IV) = 8 which proves 
Lemma 3,4. Otherwise, let G be any substitution, and let (using the notations of 
the algorithm): 
We can assume that VX E Y (er) V its [n] tdf q! 9 (a, x), (Otherwise we rename 8~~). 
SimiIarIy, we assume that Vx E F (e2) Vi c [n] Y+ $ F(cr2 x). Then: 
be1 = &fl . . . 24,. @J l(~1 ef , .*., trl ei) 
4Je2 = AVI . . . v&j2(tr2 e?, . . . . tr2 es). 
NOW 
bei = 6e2 yI VjE b]:j2tr, . . . 24Jq e:] = Avl . . . ~~$7~ ef], 
i.e. going in the reverse di.mtion 8: t$ = c#. Since N;s+I differs only from Nn 
by the replacement of (e,, es} by the pairs ($, Of), this proves that 9 (Nk+i) = 
= %!(NY) = 5Y (IV). Furthermore, we check that b (Nk+l) = d (.I&)- 1, which 
proves that we shall stop a&r a fEte number of applications ofstep 1. Tf F has not 
been Mumed, we shall enter step 2 with a set IVk such that Cu (Nd = % (IV). Since 
unifkation is q!mmetric this property ispreserved bystep 2, and this proves Lemma 3.6. 
To cokkde Lemma 5.S it is left to show that a node containing only flexible- 
flexible pairs is always unifiable, 
ot~tion. For every elementary t pe a e TO, let us choose a variable I& 6 9$ For 
every type AXE we construct a term & of type a by: 
-ifciIE 2-Q &= ?la 
otherkvise, writing a = (al, ot2, . ..) an + ,I?) with /I? E Z& we take tie = Awl . . . w842# 
ocherc: the w,‘s are distinct variables different from hrp such that z (II+) = q. 
&(x E V}. C is a generalized (sin= infinite) substitution. 
ent set contai~i~ prove 
Let us consider ar.y pair (e,, e2> in N. Let us write: 
and since z (e,) = s (e,), we must have 
m,+nl-? = ?ng+ 
This concludes the proof of correctness of SXMPL. Note that we are able to give 
explicitly a unifier for any success node; however, this aode will represent in general 
a whole set of uniGers. We shall come back to this remark in 4.3 below. 
3.4. K&e pmedie MATCH 
We shall present MATCH in a loose algorithmic fashion, \Irith many comments 
to explain and justify every step. 
3.4.2. Algorithmic description of MATCH(el, e2, V) 
e, ib a flexible term and e2 a rigid term of the same type. V is a finite set of’ variables 
The motivation behind V is purely technical. V will contain all the free variables in 
the node in which the pair (e,, e2> is selected, so as to avoid conflicts when choosing 
new variables, Let us write: 
el = Au, . . . ua g*f (e:, e& . ..) et J nt 20, pi 2 0, 
e2 = lvl .=* v,,@ (e:, ei, e-S e2,,) Q >, 0, p2 > 0, 
with T cf) = (1x1, a2, ...s aprr ap,+l, ...s acl, + !O, q1 2 pl. 
Since e2 is rigid, its heading cannot be changed by substitution, whereas the 
heading of el may be adjusted to that of e2 under certain conditions. First, to adjust 
its binder, we need have nl < n,, since the binder of a term can only Inca-ease in 
length by substitution. Therefore, if n, > n2 we return C == 0; eke let n = 
112 --I21 '3 0. 
Let us introduce p1 variables wl, *.., II+,, such that WE [pl] z (I++) = ai. in order 
to avoid conflicts, we impose W, $ (~*i;~, . . . . v,,~}. 
we shall consider substitutions for f of a term 
e head @’ will be either @, an the most general s substitution 
tion below, or zk: 2 < k < r, which corresponds 
to the n:le oi’ projectiofl below. 
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As we shall see it is sufficient to consider these two cases. The result C will ix PB?+ 
union of tIhe iiesults obtained using the two rules. In each case the possible values 
of I” are found by type considerations. 
3.4.1.1. Imitation rule,. “imitate” e2 by e,, substituti 
head @. If@ is some J, it will not be po::;sible to i 
comqonding tii by subst r f, since it is protected by the binder of el. 
It is only perssible to introduce it indirectly if it appears in one of the a 
of q, and then the rule of projection will cover this case. So we limit the application 
of the rule or imitation to the case where $ E C! or $ = o8 with nI < d < a2. 
(i) n z+ 0. This determines completely the heading of the term we must substitute 
for $ The rest of the term is filled in the most general way, by introducing new vari- 
ables. Precisely, we return as unique solution in this case: 
where EI = &&, . . . . wP I, v, ,+1, le*) v,,) i e [p2], the h,‘s being distinct variables of 
the appropriate ype not in V. (Note: no conflict may arise, even if some V~ (n, < 
ak < n,) appears free in +; also there is no risk of cotiict of Ir4 with some wI 
or vrt because they have different types.) 
(ii) n=O. Considering the remark abobve, we must have here @ E C?. The heading of 
the term substituted for f is going to be some jzwl .. . wk.@, wi 0 < k < pa.. How- 
ever, any sur;h k will not do, because we have a type condition on the remaining 
arguments of eI. More precisely, we mt:st be able to complete he term with a number 
of arguments = p2 -Ql-k) 2 0 which gives the first condition: 
(1) m= (0, p1 ~2) < k G pIa 
Also, the unchanged argument of ef must be ype-compatible with the oats of e2: 
G9 ot, = z @& ,+d) YY (rL < i G pd. 
Conversely, these conditions are sufficient for t*ure substitution below to be legi- 
t mate. Therefore, for every k satisfying (1) and (2), we include 
in C 
@ =1 ‘f, lw, l -• wkm@ (El, E,, l 9*9 4a-p&k)>9 
ere Et = hl(w,, .*.) wk)9 i tz [pa -pi +k], the h,‘s being distinct variables of the 
appropriate type not in I? n this subcase, we have therefore at most min qPl, p2)+ 1 
solutions. ‘irJote that conditions ( and (2) are always satisfied w k s pl, which 
guarantees at least one solution. t we cannot restrict ourselves this ase unless 
we admit the q-reduction rule: 
rf [AU@ e (u)] = & [e] if 24 F(e). 
r instance, consider e, = f (B (A)) and e2 = 
+ a). The unique unifier 
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f on one of its arguments. 
rfare: 
wever se (iii), after substitution of e term for f, we would have to unify 
1 ,** d ,+&I 
h 
*Q 
s will rejected by SIMPL unless 
k = n and @ = o~~+~, 
have already considered in X4.1.1 i), and so we can limit our- 
selves to cases (i) and (ii). We shall include in Zy the union of their solutions. 
(i) Wading Awl . . . IV~W~ 
1) kE[QJ,iE[k], (i.c;. : <i<k<p,,). 
Here we have a supplementan? condition on the type of IV,, so that the terlm we 
construct be ‘of the same type as f. Precisely, there must exist m 2 0 such that: 
fr:)r some ylo l ... ym E T. (This cotidltion is satisfied by m = 0 if k = q1 and q = fl.) 
For each i and k satisfying (I) and (2), we take as solution in Z: 
d r= W , WI . . . ww(& Ez, ***s EnD 
where EJ = Ik,(wi, .*,, IVY, i E [IVI], the IQ’S being distinct variables of the appropriate 
i and k, m is completely determined from (2). This gives us at 
most p&t + ‘.)/2 solutions. 
. M+. This case is very sa.mi1z.r to the prrtvious 
love, this condition is satis 
wmflletes our analysis of . Note that we h 
&2-t- 1)/2 sohations. In practice of co 
of the conditions (2) 
Qb = (7,39 -9 Y)$ dc2 = y, /3 = y, 151 = pt2 = 0, pa = q1 = 2, p2 = 1. 
We call MATC (q, e2, (x, f}). 
ZM.2.1. hitatitm. n = .n2 -np = 0 and so we are in case 3.4S.l(ii). p1 -p2 = 
.:,k <;p1 = 2, so we have two choices: 
,I& = I for which, condition (2) : a2 = z (B) = y holds, and we take q = V, AM@); 
IlOSe that x will be eliminated here. 
ok = 2 for which condition (2) is vacuous, and we take 
h 
.2.2. Projection. Since 1’2 = 0 we consider only case 3.4.1.2(i), E < k < 2. 
IIVith k = 1, col.rdition (1) forces i = 1, and condition (2) is satisfied for 
-832 = 1, which gives the solution: 
Q3 = cji Awl * ~,(h,(~,))>, with ‘tT (hi) = ((r, :y’ + r) + y) 
Thee k, here 3s of course distinct fsom the o 6: in f12, since they a &f&rent 
ut the only constraint we impose on the ““new variables’” hl is that they should 
not appear free in the node of the matching tree from which we call 
and so we could use the same “ne variables $‘or distinct succ;Gssors o 
ith k: = 2, we have two choices 
.i*z 1; the;l m = 2 anl we take: 
64 = awl ‘Y2 l Wdh(WI 3 wz), ~~2(\Vl, w2))), 
with G (hr) = z ($2) := T (f ). 
-i = 2; then IPZ = 0 and we take: 
e reader wiil. c ent substitutions* 
en its corres 
ity measure for c&stitutions, t t = {<%, e1>9 
For my term el and ez cff.rire same type, where , is flexible and e, rigid, 
ftiite set V of variables, ijf there exists p E! Ze (el, e2), then MATCH 
a non-empty set C bt wh is a mique substitution pair d such 
t?er we can find m q 
Y 
7’ qa with 8 (q) < 9 @). 
Letfbe the head of el, @ that of e2. p s:bifies gl and e2, there must exist 
in p a pair pertaining to f, Let us write: 
pf = AZ1 ..* Z&jJ’(E;~ . . . . El’) 
and we define jj = p 1 (V-If)). 
First case. @’ is @, or some z, (i e [k]). 
possible cases of such headings, which 
(et, erl, V) some: 
We saw that we considered in M 
means that there exists in C = 
areover, such a Q is unique, since 1110 two terms constructed in
ote the remark concerning case (iii) in 3.4.1.2). 
9 = ((h,, k l ** 
pa is a legitimate 5
nally :
1s case wil! arever arise, w 
two rules of imitatia,n am! projec%ion am sufficient for our purpose, This concludes 
the proof of Lemma 3.7, 
110 the 6892 of interest to Ias, V = 9 [IV), ere (e,, Q) IZ N and therefore we can 
cmclude that qa unifies el and e2. 
,Act~~ally, the minimal V would be 3: (NJ - {f], but in practicalI itnplementations 
it is simpler to have M W generate totally new variables for the h;s (using 
the GENSYM operator (of LSSP, for instance), 
35. i!kmpies Of matehihg trees 
II.S.1. 
Here we get a unique matching tree, and it is finite. See Fig. 2. 
This is the tisme as Example 1in Pietrzykowski [15]. However, note that we get 
INXX solutions beciiuse here we $0 not have the ct_reduction rule. We shall come 
fra& $0 this in 4.5. 
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tree, witb a unique success node a5 JT ~1 1; 
d in its uode. See Fig. 3. 
Note that the success node is obtained irectly from SIMPL applied BO the se 
{o, y), (B (h (B)), B(y))). Note also that, in the nodes with two‘ pairs, on.Ly one 
of these pairs is flexiblerigid, but which pair it is keeps alternati-3gr I 
353. 
eo = x9 e& = Au* u (dva IV, . c (e), x Q”‘)) v&ens e = jlu’v’w’~ A (u’(d), w’), 
with: 
‘t (u) = r cf) = ((Y -+ rx YI Y 3 $9 ‘t (x) = (((7 + IO, YP y -+ r] + “r’), 
r (u’) == (y + T), 7 (v) = s (w) = z (v’) = y, s (A) = (y, y + y). 
Here we get a unique finite tree. SW Fig. 4. Note that the first substitution, step is an 
imitation, not a projection. 
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Wte leave to the reader to check that the following substitution, obtained by the 
‘method in 3,3,3 composed with the substitutions on the path to the success node, 
is indeed a unifier of e. and ~6: 
6 = {(X$ hw (hz, A. (2% z), z)}, cf, JdV’W’~Z), (w, z)). 
This example c&ibits a good convergence. It demonstrates th& the new variables 
introduced by MATCH (the h*’ do not complicate the unification search, since 
they are aever considered in “don’t care” situations, 
‘We shall now prove that our unification process is correct. First we prove a sound- 
ness theorem, statbg that if any matching tree for e. and e& possesses a success 
nod@ then e. and e& are unifiable. Then we prove a completeness theorem, stating 
e& are unifiable, then every matching tree for Q and e& prossesses 
a success node at a finite level. 
4. f l soundest 
Let us suppose that ;we have constructed a matching tree for e. and eh which 
possesses a success node on some branch: 
&, bc defined as a substitution which unifies NP, as constructed in the proof 
of Lemma 3.5 ‘above: &, = cN,.* Now, we define: 
rr = Cs+l al+1 p ) I 2 0, 
and prove by (descending) induction on i that & unifies IV”. The base step has been 
shown in Lemma 3.5. For the induction step, assume that {r+l unifies Ni+a. Let 
R#,, = {QQ+~ e,, q+1 ez) 1 (e,, e2> E IV,}. By induction hypothesis and Lemma 3.6, 
since Nr+a = SIMPL (fld+,), {s+i unifies . &+, ; that is, for every (et, e2) e Ni : 
i.e. tr unifies IV,, wYch concludes the induction step, 
As a particular case, we get that &, = l$ tr, erpml . . . cl unises 
(((c,eo, eh)}) and therefore by Le.mma 3.6 again, &, unifies e. an 
fining @$ = GP t+-l . . . 61, we get: 
Strictly speaking, cNP should be written &, where i!ii the disagreemen~p set from which A&, 
L WI. 
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me th’at erms e. an ei, are unifiable by substitution p. Let us consider 
an arbitrary matching tree for p. and e& We shall construct a branch 
2 l m* % Nt 
of this Tee, together with a sequ nce of substitutions to, &, . ..$ & such that 
Vr’ I2 0 & E 31 (NJ or Ni = S, 
and of complexities strictly decreasing. prove this by (ascending) 
The base step is obvious, taking to since if NO = SIMPL ( 
then by Lemma 3.6 p E Q (ND), 
For the induction step, we assume that g, E 5Y (NJ. 1qow either N* = S, in which 
case we stop fhe :onstruction, or in N, we are considering a air (e,, e2) such that e2 
is rigid. iv1 cannot be a failure node by Lemma 3.4, since by hypothesis & E % (N& 
Using Lemma 3.7, we know that MATCH (el, e2, F(NJ) returns some G such . 
that there exists q with 
e 
t g&) vs 
and therefore there exists a branch NJ % N’ in the tree. 
Choose: r 1+1 = % @i-t1 = B, Nbfl = NV. 
By construction: Nd+r = SIMPL (&+,j, 
where &ii+1 = {<%1 e19 m-1%) I (CL, %> ENi}* 
For every <(el, Q) in N#: tr el = & e2 by hypothesis, and therefore 
r 1+1 $+1 ea = tr+r flffl e29 
since Fp (NJ contains all the free variables of el and ez. This shows that &+l unifies 
R1+, and thus either Ni+l = S, or & unifies N8+a by Lemma 3.6, Finally, we 
know by Lemma 3.7 that 0 &+,) < 0 ({J, which concludes the induction step. 
Thus our construction will generate a success node S at a level at most equal to 8 @>* 
is completes the proof of our completeness theore 
If ql (e,, e&) # 0, then every matching tree for e. a~2 eh possesses a sue- 
f Me level. 
his may happen 
ungers of eO 
1) C 6: clr” (eo, eh); 
2) Vp E 9.l (eil eh), 3a e is a 
V 
or instance, if one wants to use to compute resolve 
andTe& in normalized clauses C and ‘, then we ought to ta 
F now on we comider V given, and containing F 
ow let us say a complete matching tree for e. and 
constructed as above except hat the third argument 
is now V”:) defined remrsively es: 
.k. yx contains V and all new variables introduced on the branch le 
his mles out such branches usi 
{Cf (x, Y9, A (B9H _‘- <fc Aus*uL {(& A (B))} 
{Cf(hu~y),A(B))} <L~*xuJooD + {(Y,A(l?9)} 
e second example, ere types are: 
z (14) = a, r OI) = B, r c&f9 = ((of -+ I39 + B), 
)= z(h)== ((a-+jl)1*a), 
is used in two independent occasions, 
oiv if {f,Y) = {(fs Ax*x 
is not as general as 
9.N 9 
statement, 
ies ’that 
l+l 
since V c condudes the on. erefore, for the success node AI” 
found by I 
P 7 &V QNP’ cl I 
Now Theorem 4.11 and T combined together indicate to what extent we 
can compute a CSU with our algorithm; by enumerating all suzess nodes in a corn- 
g tree we get a complete set of ‘“initial segments” of unifiers, and each 
can be extended to a unifier by C. 
oes not give us a way of computing a complete set of remain 
r the set of flexible-flexible pairs forming the success node before sim- 
ctually, these pairs re sent the most difficult cases to treat for genera 
unification, and to enumerate his tary, rules similar 
etrzyk owski’s elimination, iterati is is rather swtisfactory, 
since it shows r algorithm is g great advantage of the fact that we are 
1ookiRg CWly possibility of 
Fig. 5 
First, we need to”restrict further our ATCH algorithm. A simple example wfil 
show y. Consider the matching tree of Fig. 5, with: . 
F;OEA 
WheE?aS 
fication, 
z(l?)==z(u)=y, z(d)=z(f-)=(y+t& 
r 0 = r 0 = ? (829 = (y -+ ‘y), v = VI. 
the viewpoint of complete unification, IV1 is not redundant, since okay $ @NT 
& is, since cNs 7 t+ ’ rom the strict point of view of existem oi uni- 
even Nr is undant, because u, kid (h (u))) is more general than u, A) 
shall now describe the modifications in the construction of 
at eliminate these respective r dundancies. rst, we need some new 
noWions. 
A t(waximaZ subterm of a term e in normal form is a subterm of e -which 
part of an application; i.e. in c [(el e& is maximal and e1 is not, 
ms arc the subterms of the abbreviated on and so are easy to 
or instance in f (A, are maximal subterms; 
aximal subterms. 
normal form, f fz 3 ( 
ry low degree af braxhing. 
success nodes may 
own to level 3 to find 
efine in the same way a reduce6! 
4.3, at node N we call 
(et, e2, V’, 6) where, denoting by x the head of e,: 
I 
0 if XE 
s= &(x) if x has been introdumd by term e, on the branch 
leading ~to N. 
For instance, we get a reduced complete matching tree for f (3) an 
on {f } by suppressing AT3 in Fig. 5. Note that now reduced complete m 
may be larger than reduced matching trees. 
The argumer:: of orem 4.4 can now be easily adapted to reduced complete 
matching trees. We 1 mot give the det: Is here, but we merely justify the com- 
plicated definition above by remarking that it would not be sufficient o take S = 
S&) in case x $ V. For instance, consider the following co 
with 
90 = f(x, A), e& = B (A), 
r (A) = y, r (B) = (y + ‘)):I, z (x) = ((y +b y), 7 -+ “d), 
r cf) = (((7 + IO9 “y -+ 3% y + “r’)m 
Suppose we consider the unifier: 
t3 = {u; AU*U (B)), (x, au* v)} 
with 
z (u) = z’ (x), T (v) = (y + y). 
The corresponding bl:anch of the reduce con@ete matching tree is going to be: 
= S,(J2) = 2 we shall no 
ut we choose rathe:c‘ to e S=&@)= 1, since 
tivate our intro 
endence result 
e ancestor of the other. 
E Let fi be the closest common ancestor in 312: 
et us define, for any node N in the branch NO -+ . . . -+ ) as the composition 
of the substitution pairs from N to N,, p2(N) as the composition of the substitution 
pairs from N to and o (!V) as thle v’ariable substituted for in node . Now we 
define property 
stor to N in cx.which intr 
this case, w 2 prove that: 
QV (N-l) = Awl ..e H,,$# (..., v (iv) (Wls . . . . WJ, . ..). 
(IV -‘), i.e. 3rfl, q2:27, p,( F (N-l) = q2 p2(N-‘) v (N-l). Using 
= p,(N) {a, p2(N-9 = am & the fact that { does not 
0’ W”,@ (.**, v (JV) (w,, ran, WJ, . ..) 
/lW 1 0.. ) (w,, .a., We), . ..>q. 
= f **. . 
a- 
( w 
we get that there exists a node 
the previous results as follows: 
e, V be any finite set of vnria 
N == S in W}. Then: 
e car conclude that usi, ug ur algorithm to success nodes is 3s close 
as possibk to enumerating a C U without redu other words, the redun- 
ancy implied by a search for complete unifiers ca8p be pushed into the 
flexible cases which we never examine. This gives a str efficiency argumeil? 
favor of theorem proving methods based on unifiabillry as opposed to mneiho 
ased on ?S. 
r asscam s: 
e is i . . 
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our a1gorith.m can be greatly simplified, because now many cases will become redun- 
dant. The necessary changes affect only the definition of normal form and the al- 
gc&hm MATCH. 
45.P. q-normid form 
The q-normal form of a term is obtained from its normal form by replacing every 
subterm of the abbreviated form 
r (@) = (ai, &2, ...$ a*, ..e9 a4 + fi) ?? 0P9 > 
by the term: 
RU 1 . . . u, wl . . . wep*@ (el, . ..) ep, wls ...3 we& 
where the w;s are new distinct variables of the appropriate type. 
a 
F’ ( , 
4.5.2. changes ia MATCH 
First we note that we have alwa!rs kzl = 1j2, and that therefore we can suppress 
3.4.1.1(i) and 3.4.1.2(ii). Also, we now have gl = ql. In cases of 3.4.1 .l(ii) and 
3.4.1.2(i) we shall restrict ourselves to the only solution k = plm The justifica- 
tion is obvious: now the other poss:ible solutions construct erms which are instan- 
ces of the one kept. For instance, if ‘; 
e1 = f (4 452 = B(A) with;% (A) = y, z(f) = z(B) = (y + f), 
then = jlu+ (u) is an instance of ajr* B (h I(u)) by the substitution {(h, hu)}. 
_iin the same way in the example in 3.4,:1, we do not generate q and o3 which are 
less general than cr2 and crb respectiveli!,, Generally, \;re shall consider at most one 
case of imitation and pi cases of projection. This is ta be compared with the possible 
min @, , p2)+ 1 cases of imitation and pl(pl -t 2n -t- 1 12 cases of projection we had 
before; the MATCH algorithm is much simpler with q-conversion than without, and 
the degree of the matching tree is sha’rply reduced. 
However, note that we may new get solutions where we failed using only the a 
and fl rules, for instance for the pair (&f(u), A), where z (er) = y, z df) = z (A) = 
(y + 7). This simpler algorithm would therefore ‘be neither sou d nor complete 
for non-extensional theories in which rl:he q-conversion is ruled out. 
Assuming q-conversion valid, Theoqems 4.1 and 4.2 are still true, Theorem 
4.4 is true if ‘Jye give to MATCH s{:ts V” as in 4.3. But now q-matching trees 
are non-redundant without my further miodifications we easily get Theorem 4.6., since 
every variable has its maximu because of the q-normal form. 
r ins cc, in t ~e~erat~~d~ 
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5.1. Selection of the pair given to MATCH 
Let N be a node containing several flexible-rigid pairs. Our algorithm does not 
impose any co dition on the selection of the pair we give to MATCH, when we kvant 
to compute the successors of N. As proved in Theorem 4.1, if e. and e& are unifiable 
at all, this selection is indifferent, in the sense that any matching tree will possess 
a success node at a finite level. However, if ?e (eO, e&) = SI certain strategies pertain- 
ing to this selection could lead to a finite (failure) tree, while others could lead to 
an in&&e tree. For instance, consider: 
If we 
z (44) = 7 (U) = a, ? (v) = pt z (f) = (a -+ b), 
r(&=(Ilj-+Jp), z(&=(B+o1). 
input the second pair to MATCH, we get as result C = 0 since no rule 
applies and therefore we can ~place N directly by a failure node F. If on the contrary 
we input the first pair, we may get an infinite tree: 
N 
Ng = {@(A), FIh (A))), <iluvy~ (v), Auvw)} 
I 
if 
(at, Au- F (h’(u))) 
To avoid this kind of situation, it may be Freferable to process the pairs in some 
kind of first-in first-out fashion. 
5.2. Recognition of cycles 
A useful heuristic to incorporate in the unification process would be to supp.rless; 
branches that lead to infinite repeating cycles. That is, ifa branch No -P IV1 + . . . + NE, 
as such that for some IS < , lQp is identical to Np up to a one to o pe-preserving 
renaming of their free variables, then J!,, can be safely replaced b 
For instance, in the previous exam@: in 5.1, we would recognize ’ identical to N 
up to renaming off by h and therefore stop at N’ with failure. 
Note tFlat replacing NP by a failure rode does not mean that rJP is not unifiable, 
but merely that if it possesses a success des ndant, then so does NH9 but at a lower 
level on some other branch. The proo completeness of this heuristic is straiglht- 
forward if each node contains a uniqu ible-rigid pair since then there is a ?tiniquel 
way of constructing the subtreets from N, and NP, and therefore these subtrees are 
identical; the proof follows easily. 
ctualty we cannot hope to be abk to recognize a since n 
is undecidable in languages of order three or more. our 1 0 
order two, i.e. allow only variab es o:i’ type!; (a,, a29 . . . . at, -+ j3) with Vi E [nr! ai E To, 
j!l E To, then the result is not known. the monadic ase (i.e. r’t < 1 above) the problem 
reduces to finding a solution to a sy of equations in a free monoid. (It is not equi- 
valent, since the possibility of having constant functions Atrav amounts to having 
a zero element in the monoid.) The monoid roblem is still unresolved in the general 
case. 
look at the special case of unificaGon of 
is case is specially important since it 
s is the same problem as findin 
expression of our language. 
unifiable with e. 
e = e,. 6’2, . ..) e,, eR+l n 
such that: 
Vi E [n] er-s_$ is an argument of et 
Vi 65 [H] 3j 42 [KJ such that the Jf et is a con&a t or a variable in, the bi 
is an occurrence of x free in e. 
x in e, then e and x wever, 
35.3 for instance. ally in 
inder and there exists a rigid path for x in e, then % (e, x) = 
path for x ic e suc:h that its last eleme t e,,+I has no arguments, 
rst-order terms, we get the well-known result that 
ce this case occurs often in prac,tice, it is important 
r the existence 
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&&ardlast criter!an, Finally situations which can be described as “don% cue in 
all position$ ate recognhd di a~ successesg This permits us to ignore the most 
compiwc cases Of general un Aexible4exible cases) and to ge!t rid of 
the rules of elimination, ite t&ation. These last twgl &es +3re very 
prolific, since not directional. 
This study gives trong efficiency arguments in favor oftheorem~proving methods 
based on unifiability rather than complete sets of unifiers. This work is part of 
a case study in such $ method, applied to higher-order logic based on typed &al- 
culus [12]. 
The algorithm with a-#? conversion has been implemented at IRIA for experiments 
on higher-or&r deductioni 
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